
ST. NICHOLAS FROM A PRINGLES CAN 

MATERIALS FOR EACH FIGURE:
1 Pringles can, with lid, clean, standard size works best
1 sheet light blue or gray construction paper, trimmed to fit can
1 sheet white heavy weight or construction paper, trimmed to fit
through printer
Red paper, for cape
1/8-inch dowl or skewer, 10-inch length, for staff
½ metallic gold pipe-cleaner or chenille stem
Small piece polyfill interfacing or batting, for beard

PREPARATION

Print pattern on white paper, one set for each figure
Print cape pattern on red paper, three to a sheet
Cut out fluffy beard pieces

EQUIPMENT

Scissors
Markers or cryaons, markers make nice bright colors
Roll-on dry adhesive or glue
Clear tape

DIRECTIONS

1. Cover can with background paper, we use blue
2. Color all white pattern pieces
3. Carefully cut out pieces
4. Glue center decoration on the alb (robe)
5. Fold down head extension and glue, this gives firmness to head
6. Glue head behind robe, leaving a little neck space
7. Glue body onto can
8. Center the cape and glue it around the can, with the top corners overlapping in the

         back it will not be flat to the can, it should be 3-D
9. Glue beard "fluff or snow" onto paper beard piece

10. Glue beard on face, it will come down over the cape
   11. Fold miter, right sides together on dotted fold line; fold solid lines out, sides will form
         an inverted pleat (see pattern digram);  glue tab to secure; glue miter onto head 

12. Shape the pipe cleaner as shown
13. Align pipe cleaner with skewer and twist pipe cleaner ends to attach to staff, may

         need to tape with clear tape
14. Attach staff to Saint Nicholas with clear tape
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